
Most function room doors are secured 

with a traditional mechanical key lock 

or, in some cases, a keycard operated 

room lock. Both of these security 

options present guest inconveniences 

and / or security drawbacks. Here’s a 

simple solution: 

The Oracode Electronic Pushbutton Lock 

is a unique solution to enhance security 

and guest satisfaction. The Oracode lock 

operates using time sensitive numeric 

access codes. The codes transmit 

information similar to the credentials 

that are recorded on keycard systems. A 

generated PIN can be sent to the user via 

email, fax, voice, text message directly 

from the hotel sales office when the 

meeting rooms are booked. Codes can be 

generated weeks, months, or even years 

in advance, yet will only work between 

the start and finish parameters that were 

used to originally generated the code. 

Users can by-pass the front desk and 

go directly to their conference rooms. 

Once there, they have control over the 

lock’s passage function and lock modes, 

so securing the room during breaks is 

no longer an issue. Hotel management 

benefits as well with the increased 

productivity of its security staff.

Simplified Management and  
Enhanced Security 
for Conference Rooms

Product Benefits:

Function organizers obtain access 

codes directly through the hotel sales 

department: Streamlined customer 

interaction allows better communication 

and builds stronger relationships, with 

no waiting at the front desk.

Increased room security and hotel 

staff productivity: Function rooms 

can be locked by guest during breaks 

without involving hotel staff.

Increased guest satisfaction: No need 

to wait for security staff to unlock and 

lock up function rooms.

Cost-reduction: No Need to periodically 

re-key function room door locks to 

maintain security.

Customer Comment: What a large 

convention hotel banquet manager had 

to say: 

“The Oracode electronic pushbutton 

lock really simplifies our job. We don’t 

have to run around and lock doors 

behind our clients, or have the locks 

re-pinned each time a key disappears.  

The program is user-friendly. A great 

deal!”

Cathy Palermo, 

Banquet Manager,  

Hilton Montreal Airport 



Kaba Ilco Inc.
7301 Boul. Décarie
Montréal (QC) H4P 2G7
T.: 1.877.468.3555
F.: 1.514.735.6589
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Security

The Oracode system is designed to 

increase security for guest, staff and 

management. With the ability to record 

all transactions in the lock and on the 

web, accountability is clear.

•  Codes can be generated ahead of 

time through a high security server 

on the Internet

•  Access can be given days, months or 

years in advance with no risk of ac-

cess being compromised

•  Any transaction that takes place on 

the Oracode system can be traced

•  The system will grant unique access 

up to 128 users

•  By using e-codes instead of traditional 

keys or cards, you have a virtual fin-

gerprint of everyone who enters the 

conference room

•  Codes are automatically deactivated 

at the end of their stay

•  The lock has a capacity to remember 

the time and date of the last 1,000 

events.

Simplicity

•  Once the conference room is booked 

and paid for, your guest is given a 

time and date specific code that 

serves as an electronic key

•  The code is time specific, opening on 

the arrival date and automatically 

expiring on departure

•  Guests don’t have to check in any-

where or pick-up and drop-off keys

•  Codes can be given verbally, by fax or 

email 

• NO software to install.

No Keys, No Cards

The “no keys, no cards” concept is ideal 

for all parties involved management, 

staff, guest and maintenance people.

•  The keyless solution eliminates the 
cost of managing keys or cards

•  The keyless solution eliminates  
the need to reproduce any lost or 
stolen keys

•  Guests don’t need to remember where 
they put their keys or access cards

•  A complete system that is so  
flexible it can work in any function 
required

•  This versatile and reliable security 
system can operate as a web based 
stand-alone or interface with a  
Property Management  
System (PMS).


